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English Comprehension Passages With Questions And Answers
These Leveled Comprehension Passages are the perfect way to follow-up learning after a whole group reading lesson. Use them in a variety of ways year after year!
Presents a collecton of activities to help students improve reading comprehension skills.
An updated edition of a step-by-step reference provides extensive, varied practice questions for graduated levels of standardized and in-class tests to enable students to develop expert reading strategies while overcoming reading anxiety and improving speed and comprehension skill. Original.
Designed around the real-world legal applications of reading comprehension, the Manhattan Prep Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide is an essential tool for a surprisingly tricky part of the LSAT. Containing the best of Manhattan Prep’s expert strategies, this book will train you to approach the LSAT as a law student would approach a legal text—actively and with a purpose. The Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide teaches you how to recognize the core argument and then use it as a framework on which to organize the entire passage, improving the speed and
clarity with which you read. To further improve your reading, it walks you through the process of annotation, discussing where and how to take notes in order to maximize your comprehension without eating up precious time. It also looks at what types of questions the LSAT asks and then arms you with the skills you need to spot issues and identify correct answers. Each chapter in the Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide features drills and full practice sets—made up of real LSAT questions—to help you absorb and apply what you’ve learned, while numerous, in-depth
solutions walk you through the process of selecting the right answer and help you to achieve mastery. Further practice sets and other additional resources are included online and can be accessed through the Manhattan Prep website. Used by itself or with other Manhattan Prep materials, the Reading Comprehension LSAT Strategy Guide will push you to your top score.
ACT Prep Plus 2022
Levels G and H Passages with Wh- Word and Cause and Effect Questions for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, Homeschool Grade
Reading for Comprehension
Freckle Juice
Grade 1
GMAT Reading Comprehension
Organized by specific reading skills, this book is designed to enhance students' reading comprehension. The focused, meaningful practice and entertaining topics motivate students to learn.
These nationally acclaimed titles ensure students’ academic success with teachers and parents. The key to the Master Skills series is reinforcing skills through practice; using a contemporary approach to learning fundamentals through real-life applications. The workbooks in this series are excellent tools to prepare young learners for proficiency testing and school success. Answer keys included.
Andrew wants freckles so badly that he buys Sharon's freckle recipe for fifty cents.
Reading Comprehension 6th Grade : Reading Comprehension Grade 6 Literature Circles: Reading & Comprehension Activity Booklet for 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, Homeschool Grade : This reading comprehension for 6th graders booklet was created to hold students accountable during their literature circles. This 20 page booklet walks students through the whole process of reading literature, includes many different comprehension
activities, and serves as a final project for your literature circle groups. Common Core Aligned for Reading Comprehension 6-7 Literature for grades 3-6! The following topics are covered : - Predictions - Main Character - Characters - Setting - Conflict - Questioning - Making Connections - Visualization - Climax - Resolution - Moral/Theme - Vocabulary - Summarization - Reading comprehension middle schoolRecommendation Included is a reading journal where students can record how much they have read each day can and write a brief paragraph summarizing what they've read. In addition, I have included two rubrics to help with grading your literature circles. The first rubric is for students to evaluate themselves on their participation, effort, group work, and booklet. The second rubric is a teacher rubric so you can
assess each student as well. Thank you for looking! - Reading Comprehension Exercises Passages and Questions Education
Fourth Grade Reading Comprehension Workbook
GMAT Prep Plus 2021
Reading Comprehension, Grade 4
Reading Comprehension Grade 6 Literature Circles: Reading and Comprehension Activity Booklet for 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, Homeschool Grade
Differentiated Reading for Comprehension, Grade 2
Reading Comprehension
• Over 325 solved examples to practice and learn • Passage summaries to help you understand and interpret different texts • Systematic and effective strategies to save time and build confidence • Answer Key with detailed explanation for every question GRE Reading Comprehension: Detailed Solutions to 325 Questions is designed to help students analyze and interpret complex and unfamiliar passages in the minimum possible time by employing simple, yet effective test-taking
strategies. With over 325 Reading Comprehension questions straddling all possible topics, formats and question types, students get the most intensive practice opportunities to sail through Reading Comprehension questions on the GRE. Reading Comprehension questions in the Verbal Reasoning portion of GRE are a tough nut to crack because they take up a lot of time and no amount of theoretical knowledge can help ace them. The only way to score well in the RC section is to
practice smart and learn to budget your time wisely and well. About Test Prep Series The focus of the Test Prep Series is to make test preparation streamlined and fruitful for competitive exam aspirants. Students preparing for the entrance exams now have access to the most comprehensive series of prep guides for GRE, GMAT and SAT preparation. All the books in this series are thoroughly researched, frequently updated, and packed with relevant content that has been prepared
by authors with more than a decade of experience in the field.
Questions for each passage include several levels of Blooms Taxonomy to include the upper-levels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. The format of the passages and questions provide students with practice exercises that help improve their reading comprehension competency and test taking skills. The exercises in this book may be done in any order or sequentially. The user friendliness makes the book beneficial for both teachers and parents to help students become more
prepared to score well on high stakes assessments.
This in-depth guide takes the mystery out of complex reading passages by providing a toolkit of sketching techniques that aim to build comprehension, speed, and accuracy. Learn to identify the underlying structure of reading passages and develop methods to tackle the toughest comprehension questions.
A top-selling teacher resource line, The 100+ Series(TM) features over 100 reproducible activities in each book! --Organized by specific reading skills, this book is designed to enhance students' reading comprehension. The focused, meaningful practice and entertaining topics motivate students to learn. Lively reading passages present high-interest subjects in a variety of genres, including fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Subject matter from across the curriculum--including topics
from science, history, and literary classics--deepen student knowledge while strengthening reading skills.
Increase Comprehension of Fiction and Nonfiction Passages with the Five “W” Questions--Who, What, When, Where, and Why
Reading Comprehension Passages and Questions
Comprehension Passages
Reading for Details, Ages 7 - 13
Level D
Reading Comprehension, Grades 7 - 8
Foster a love of reading and increase comprehension skills using Reading for Details for grades 2–7. This 64-page book is comprised of a variety of high-interest reading passages: news articles, short stories, science articles, letters, recipes, postcards, flyers, advertisements, billboards, and directions. To strengthen reading comprehension skills, the five “W” questions are featured at the end of each reading passage. The book includes 49 fun-toread leveled passages, instructions for using the passages as diagnostics in determining students' reading levels, and extension writing activities. With diverse topics and engaging passages, this book makes differentiating instruction for students in the classroom easy. The book supports NCTE standards.
The Allegory of the Cave, or Plato's Cave, was presented by the Greek philosopher Plato in his work Republic (514a–520a) to compare "the effect of education (???????) and the lack of it on our nature". It is written as a dialogue between Plato's brother Glaucon and his mentor Socrates, narrated by the latter. The allegory is presented after the analogy of the sun (508b–509c) and the analogy of the divided line (509d–511e). All three are characterized
in relation to dialectic at the end of Books VII and VIII (531d–534e). Plato has Socrates describe a group of people who have lived chained to the wall of a cave all of their lives, facing a blank wall. The people watch shadows projected on the wall from objects passing in front of a fire behind them, and give names to these shadows. The shadows are the prisoners' reality.
Kaplan’s ACT Prep Plus 2022 has the detailed subject review, practice tests, and expert strategies you need to be prepared for test day. This edition includes hundreds of practice questions, online practice tests, and video lessons from our experts to help you face test day with confidence. Kaplan is an Official Teaching Partner of the ACT. We’re so certain that ACT Prep Plus 2022 offers the guidance you need that we guarantee it: After studying with
our online resources and book, you'll score higher on the ACT—or you'll get your money back. Essential Review 5 full-length Kaplan practice tests with detailed answer explanations (1 printed in the book and 4 tests online) One-year access to our online center with additional quizzes and videos to help guide your study Pre-quizzes to help you figure out what you already know and what you can skip Mixed practice quizzes after every chapter to assess how
much you’ve learned A practice question at the beginning of each lesson to help you quickly identify its focus and dedicated practice questions after every lesson to test your comprehension Efficient Strategy “On Test Day” strategy notes in every math chapter to help you remember that the ACT math test is primarily a strategy test “Reflect” pages that help you evaluate your comfort level with the topics and make a plan for improving before the test
after completing each chapter Online study-planning tool helps you target your prep no matter how much time you have before the test. Expert Guidance We know the test: Our learning engineers have put tens of thousands of hours into studying the ACT, and we use real data to design the most effective strategies and study plans. Kaplan's books and practice questions are written by veteran teachers who know students—every explanation is written to help
you learn. We invented test prep—Kaplan (kaptest.com) has been helping students for over 80 years.
This Fourth Grade Reading Comprehension Workbook Volume 1 includes 50 Reading Comprehension Stories. Each story has 5 Comprehension Questions. Answer Key Included. All Reading Comprehension Passages are on a Fourth Grade Level with various difficulty levels. Reading Comprehension Tests are the perfect way to check for understanding, build background knowledge, and prepare for standardized testing. These reading comprehension worksheets are the perfect
addition to any classroom and are great for homework practice, summer school, and homeschool.
Reading Comprehension Practice
The Official Cambridge Guide to IELTS Student's Book with Answers with DVD-ROM
Reading Comprehension 6th Grade
501 Reading Comprehension Questions
Scholastic Success With Reading Comprehension
: Reading Comprehension Passages and Questions for Guided for Kindergarten Grade

This Second Grade Reading Comprehension Workbook Volume 1 includes 50 Reading Comprehension Stories. Each story has 5 Comprehension Questions. Answer Key Included. All Reading Comprehension Passages are on a Second Grade Level with various difficulty levels. Reading Comprehension Tests are the perfect way to check for understanding, build background knowledge, and prepare for standardized testing. These reading comprehension worksheets are the perfect addition to any classroom and are great for homework practice,
summer school, and homeschool.
A top-selling teacher resource line, The 100+ Series(TM) features over 100 reproducible activities in each book! Organized by specific reading skills, this book is designed to enhance students' reading comprehension. The focused, meaningful practice and entertaining topics motivate students to learn. Lively reading passages present high-interest subjects in a variety of genres, including fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. Subject matter from across the curriculum; including topics from science, history, and literary classics; deepen student knowledge
while strengthening reading skills.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade four vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p. 1].
Reading Comprehension Homeschool, First Grade Close Reading Comprehension Strategies That Work Passages and Questions for Guided : Level F Guided Reading Comprehension Test Prep Books Passages and Questions for Homeschool, Kindergarten, First grade : These reading comprehension for kindergarten passages are perfect for close reading lessons, morning work, homework or use in guided reading lessons. This packet, which includes 15 reading passages, is designed to help kids work toward the goals of reading Level F text and
answering text-based questions. With each passage, there are four multiple choice questions and a page of written response activities. Supports the following standards: - CCSS ELA.Literacy.RI.1.1 and ELA.Literacy.RL.1.1: Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. - CCSS ELA-Literacy.RI.K.1 and ELA-Literacy.RL.K.1: With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text. These passages are also useful for word work, fluency work and reinforcement of sight words. I often have kids go on a "scavenger
hunt" to find and highlight words with features from our word work lessons or selected sight words. The following passages are included: - What Will They Be? - Fishing - The Vet - At the Lake - Kangaroos - Little Squirrel - At the Park - Reading comprehension homeschool- Lemonade - My Bunny - The Grasshopper and the Ant - Making a Birdhouse - Ducks - In the Boat - Dolphins - The Ostrich Please note: The graphics in this packet include some color, but all of the pictures print well in black and white. Thank you for looking! - Reading
Comprehension Strategies Passages and Questions Education
Week-By-Week Homework: Reading Comprehension Grade 3
Second Grade Reading Comprehension Workbook
Daily Reading Comprehension
30+ Reproducible High-Interest Passages with Text-Dependent Questions That Help Students Meet Common Core State Standards
Grade 4 Reading
40 Short Passages for Close Reading, Grade 2
Reading Comprehension Passages And QuestionsKindergarten & 1rst Grade Workbook To Improve Reading Comprehension Skills, Short Stories With Comprehension Questions & Answers
Reading Comprehension worksheet is designed for not only First Grade students but also adults who learn English as a second language. It is an educational activity worksheet that appropriate for all ages and skill levels. It totally helps expanding your background knowledge as well as vocabulary explicitly while having fun. This reading comprehension passages and questions designed especially to improve kids reading skills There are fun English stories with
questions . So that you have to read with understanding. Kids, teenager and even adults love practicing this reading comprehension worksheets which can be one of a good educational activity. Simply because it teach you about grammar, sight word vocabulary etc. STORIES INCLUDED: MY GRANDMOTHER'S FARM THE TALL GIRAFFE ACTIVE STUDENT SOPHIA AND HER CAT AND MORE ...
Guided Reading Comprehension 2nd Grade Passages and Questions : Levels K and L Reading Comprehension Second Grade Close Reading Comprehension Grade 2 Passages and Questions for 2nd, Homeschool Grade : This reading comprehension workbook grade 2 packet includes 15 passages designed to help kids work toward the goals of reading and comprehending Guided Reading Levels K and L text. There are two pages of questions with each story. The
first page includes four text-based multiple choice questions. These questions prompt students to find evidence in the text, to consider author's purpose and to differentiate fact from opinion. The second page is comprised of short answer and extended answer writing prompts. Depending on the length and complexity of the responses, there are either two or three written response questions for each passage. Reading Comprehension Grade 2 Passages with TextBased Questions: Guided Reading Levels K & L These passages are perfect for close reading lessons. As students are learning to use evidence to support their thinking, I have them find and highlight the section of text they use to justify their answer. Two options include: - Color coded highlighting ~ Students highlight the answer to each question in a different color. - Numbered highlighting ~ Students highlight evidence within the text and then write the question
number beside the highlighted evidence. I also use these passages for choral reading, fluency work, homework, and literacy centers. The following passages are included in this pack: - Redwood Trees - The Amazing Elephant Trunk - All About Helicopters - All About Hippos - All About Soil - Lions and Tigers - Birds and Reptiles - Reading comprehension 2nd grade- States of Matter - Elephant and Monkey - Silly Simon - Silly Simon's Revenge - Rabbit's Great Escape The Mirror - Tug of War - The Dog and His Bone Thanks so much for stopping by and taking a look. - Reading Comprehension and Skills Grade 2 Passages and Questions Education
Reading comprehension comes as a result of learning reading skills and strategies. The activities in this series can be used to supplement any core reading program. They are flexible enough to provide opportunities for differentiated instruction.
Levels K and L Second Grade Close Reading Passages and Questions for 2nd, Homeschool Grade
Level F Guided Reading Comprehension Strategies Passages and Questions for Homeschool, Kindergarten, 1st Grade
My Baseball Book
Grade 6
6 Practice Tests + Proven Strategies + Online + Mobile
Grades 2-8 Practice Worksheets Featuring Story Webs, Newspaper Ads, Fliers
"This Student's Book with answers contains separate sections focussing on Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking ; 8 official practice tests from Cambridge English ; DVD-ROM with MP3 files and speaking test videos."--Publisher.
Differentiated Reading for Comprehension is designed to provide high-interest, nonfiction reading success for all readers. This 64-page book focuses on second grade reading skills defined by the Common Core State Standards. Each of 15 stories is presented separately for the below-level, on-level, and advanced students, followed by a series of comprehension questions. Grade two covers such standards as main topic and key details, main purpose of a text, using text features to find information, and comparing and contrasting two texts on the same topic. --This series allows teachers to
present the same content to below-level, on-level, and advanced students with leveled nonfiction stories. It includes multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blank, and true/false questions; short-answer writing practice; and comprehension questions. Students stay interested, build confidence, and discover that reading can be fun! The reading passages are separated into sections with titles such as Extreme Places, Amazing People, Wild Animals, Strange and Unexplained, Fascinating Machines, and Amazing Kids.
How do crocodiles clean their teeth? With level D of Reading for Comprehension, your students will learn all about this kid-friendly topic and many more. This book for grade 4 students includes 46 high-interest, nonfiction articles with questions that reinforce key reading and writing skills commonly found on state tests. Multiple-choice questions test these reading skills: vocabulary, main idea and details, sequence, cause and effect, and inferences and conclusions. Students also answer open-ended questions to practice writing narrative text, descriptive text, persuasive text, and expository
text.
Updated for the most recent exam changes, Kaplan’s GMAT Prep Plus 2020 has the strategies and practice you need for an advantage on test day. This edition includes 6 online practice tests and our proven test-taking strategies, plus more than 120 new practice questions and updated videos in the online resources. We’re so confident that GMAT Prep Plus 2020 will raise your score that we guarantee it: After studying with the book and online resources, you'll score higher on the GMAT or you'll get your money back. The Best Practice 1,200+ practice questions—including new questions for
the 2020 edition—cover all sections of the test and come with detailed explanations. Six full-length online practice tests in the same shorter format as the revised GMAT help you practice using the same interface and adaptivity you'll see on test day. A 200-question online Quiz Bank lets you select problems by topic, customizing your practice. Questions have been reviewed, revised, and updated by Kaplan's expert teachers. Efficient Strategies and Expert Guidance 1-on-1 academic support from Kaplan faculty on our Facebook page: facebook.com/KaplanGMAT Video workshops with top
Kaplan faculty help you master our proven methods and strategies for scoring higher. Kaplan's books and practice questions are written by veteran GMAT teachers who know students—and every explanation is written to help you learn. We know the test. The Kaplan team has spent years studying every GMAT-related document available. We invented test prep. Kaplan has been helping students achieve their goals for over 80 years. Find out more at kaptest.com. Want to boost your studies with even more online practice and in-depth GMAT math and verbal workbooks? Try Kaplan's GMAT
Complete 2020.
Daily Reading Comprehension, Grade 6
Reading
GRE Reading Comprehension: Detailed Solutions to 325 Questions
The Allegory of the Cave
Standard Test Lessons in Reading ...
Five Hundred and One Critical Reading Questions
Baseball is fun - let's play! Find all the basics in this lively guide. The markings on a baseball diamond What baseball players wear The positions, from catcher to left fielder The excitement of the pitch The thrill of hitting a home run All these and more are included, with a useful glossary at the end.
According to the Common Core State Standards, students should be able to read closely to determine what a text says explicitly, make logical references from it, and cite specific textual evidence to support conclusions drawn from the text. Each of the 40 short, fiction and nonfiction passages in this collection includes companion comprehension questions that target these critical reading skills and give students the repeated practice they need to build mastery in identifying main idea and details, using context clues, distinguishing between fact and opinion, and more. Boosts comprehension skills Topics include:
context clues, compare and contrast, main idea & details, fact & opinion, inference, predicting, point of view Short, high-interest reading passages. Passages includes test-formatted questions making them ideal for test prep Aligned with the Common Core State Standards Flexible and easy to use as independent practice or as homework
Guided Reading Comprehension 3rd Grade Passages and Questions : Levels G & H Passages with Wh- Word & Cause and Effect Questions for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, Homeschool Grade : This Guided Reading Level G and H pack includes 25 reading comprehension third grade passages with a choice of Cause and Effect or Question Word questions. Each passage is presented twice. The questions with the first version focus on answering who, what, when, where, why and how questions. (A set of question word posters is included for reference.) The second version provides differentiation, prompting students to answer
questions focusing on: - Cause and Effect - Distinguishing fact from detail. - Deciding and justifying whether they agree with a statement reading comprehension homeschool and reading comprehension second grade. - Looking carefully at text features such as endings, compound words and contractions. - Determining who a pronoun in the passage refers to. I find that, with guided reading comprehension 3rd grade practice, kids quickly develop the skills they need to successfully complete these activities. Thanks so much for stopping by and taking a look! Thank you for looking! - Reading Comprehension Grade 3
Passages and Questions Education
Daily instruction on reading strategies and skills needed to improve comprehension and raise test scores.
First Grade Close Reading Comprehension Passages and Questions for Guided
Kindergarten & 1rst Grade Workbook To Improve Reading Comprehension Skills, Short Stories With Comprehension Questions & Answers
Grades 3-4
Reading Comprehension Activities
LSAT Reading Comprehension
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade six vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner."--Cover.
Reading Comprehension Passages and Questions: Reading Comprehension Passages and Questions Book Information: Help your students become text detectives! This comprehension questions packet, which includes 15 reading passages, is designed to help kids become confident reading Grade reading comprehension kindergarten Levels G and H text and answering text-based questions. These passages are perfect for close reading lessons. Four multiple choice questions and three short answer questions are included with each passage. As students are learning
to use evidence to support their thinking, I have them find and highlight the section of text they use to justify their answer. Two options include: - Color coded highlighting Students highlight the answer to each question in a different color. - Numbered highlighting Students highlight evidence within the text and then write the question number beside the highlighted evidence. - Frogs - Cats - Spiders - Goldfish - Mailing a Letter - Food Chains - Light - Day and Night - Heat - Stars - A Plane Ride - Energy - The Lion and the Mouse - The Rhinoceros and the Tick Bird - The
Turnip - Reading comprehension questions : Supports the following standards: Common Core Standards ELA.Literacy.RI.1.1 and ELA.Literacy.RL.1.1: Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. These passages are also useful for choral reading, fluency work and literacy centers. I often have students go on "scavenger hunts" to find and highlight words with long vowels, words with specific endings, words from our word wall, etc. Thank you for looking! - Reading Comprehension Passages and Questions Education
Skill Builders are great tools for keeping children current during the school year or preparing them for the next grade level. A variety of fun and challenging activities provides students with practice and helps introduce basic skills to new learners. This full-color workbook contains appropriate passages and exercises based on national standards for fourth grade to help ensure that children master reading comprehension skills before progressing. Skill Builders combines entertaining and interactive activities with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun
and effective. The compact 6" x 9" size makes this book perfect for school, at home, or on the go. It features 80 perforated, reproducible pages and an answer key.
Do you sometimes wonder how your teen is ever going to survive on his or her own as an adult? Does your high school junior seem oblivious to the challenges that lie ahead? Does your academically successful nineteen-year-old still expect you to “just take care of” even the most basic life tasks? Welcome to the stunted world of the Endless Adolescence. Recent studies show that today’s teenagers are more anxious and stressed and less independent and motivated to grow up than ever before. Twenty-five is rapidly becoming the new fifteen for a generation suffering
from a debilitating “failure to launch.” Now two preeminent clinical psychologists tell us why and chart a groundbreaking escape route for teens and parents. Drawing on their extensive research and practice, Joseph Allen and Claudia Worrell Allen show that most teen problems are not hardwired into teens’ brains and hormones but grow instead out of a “Nurture Paradox” in which our efforts to support our teens by shielding them from the growth-spurring rigors and rewards of the adult world have backfired badly. With compelling examples and practical and profound
suggestions, the authors outline a novel approach for producing dramatic leaps forward in teen maturity, including • Turn Consumers into Contributors Help teens experience adult maturity–its bumps and its joys–through the right kind of employment or volunteer activity. • Feed Them with Feedback Let teens see and hear how the larger world perceives them. Shielding them from criticism–constructive or otherwise–will only leave them unequipped to deal with it when they get to the “real world.” • Provide Adult Connections Even though they’ll deny it, teens desperately
need to interact with adults (including parents) on a more mature level–and such interaction will help them blossom! • Stretch the Teen Envelope Do fewer things for teens that they can do for themselves, and give them tasks just beyond their current level of competence and comfort. Today’s teens are starved for the lost fundamentals they need to really grow: adult connections and the adult rewards of autonomy, competence, and mastery. Restoring these will help them unlearn their adolescent helplessness and grow into adults who can make you–and
themselves–proud.
How We Can Help Our Teenagers Grow Up Before They Grow Old
5 Practice Tests + Proven Strategies + Online
Escaping the Endless Adolescence
Reading Comprehension for Kindy Kids
Reading Comprehension, Grade 5
Reading Comprehension Passages And Questions

Ready-to-go homework pages target grade-level reading standards for both literary and informational text and provide scaffolding tips for families as they help their children.
The critical reading section on standardized tests, especially the SAT 1 exam, is often cited as a trouble section for even the best test-takers. Examinees get test-targeted reading comprehension practice questions to score better with LearningExpress' series, Skill Builder in Focus. This specialized drill book provides the focused practice necessary for test-taking success. Plus, all answers are explained, using terms that clarify context, main ideas, themes, and critical thinking skills for effective studying and positive reinforcement. Almost every standardized
test in verbal skills, including civil service exams, contains reading comprehension questions. Each practice consists of several passages followed by questions and answer explanations.
Help your grade 6 students become strong and successful readers by using the focused daily practice in Daily Reading Comprehension! 150 reading passages with follow-up comprehension activities help students develop important reading strategies and skills.
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